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2017-11-06 | 懸鉤子 | 發表迴響

如果想測試新的發行板，最好兵分兩路，一則從舊者之升級，一則用全新重作乎？

Re: Raspbian Stretch (9.1) has arrived !!
Kratos
Sun Aug 20, 2017 4:29 pm
PythonTech wrote: ↑

Sun Aug 20, 2017 3:37 am
I’m having the same issue. I can’t even get a youtube page to load. Also having tons of
problems with animations. Trying to load a gif on reddit crashes it instantly.
Version 60.0.3112.89 (Developer Build) Built on Ubuntu 14.04, running on Raspbian
9.1 (32-bit)
Courious as to why they would use a dev build when updates to chromium are so few and
far in between. There was a recent version 60 stable build put out about 2 weeks ago.
If there is any testing that I can do to help, let me know. This makes the browser unusable.
Yeah, same. Reddit is not really usable. YouTube is hit and miss. I even had some issues with

loading pictures. When you say it “crashes it instantly” I assume you mean it loads the “Aw,
Snap” page, correct?
I can’t think of anything to test, as I am not very deep into the knowledge of the inner
Chromium workings.
A downgrade to stable might �x it, but it might throw some other non-browser issues.
Can anyone shed some insight onto this problem?
……

Re: Raspbian Stretch (9.1) has arrived !!
spl23
Sun Aug 20, 2017 5:51 pm
With regards the crashes people are seeing in Chromium – I tested pretty extensively before
release, including running Flash sites and a lot of YouTube videos, and I did not see a single
crash, so this version of Chromium did not seem fundamentally unstable in our testing.
Is anyone seeing crashes on a clean Stretch image, or are they all happening on an upgraded
Jessie image? It is possible some setting from the previous version is persisting and causing the
problem – as a suggestion, if you are having problems, go into ~/.con�g and delete the
chromium directory. (Make a copy somewhere if you have bookmarks etc that you don’t want
to lose.) When you restart Chromium, it will then create a default con�guration – see if that is
any more stable for you.
It might also be worth removing and reinstalling the two packages which include the browser
and its customisations – chromium-browser and rpi-chromium-mods, just in case something
has got corrupted or out of sync somewhere. (You may need to reinstall scratch2 if you remove
rpi-chromium-mods.)
I have been able to repeat the crash mentioned above on animated GIFs in Reddit – we’re going
to investigate and see if this is an upstream Chromium issue or something we’ve caused, and
we’ll try to get a �x out soon. If people could post a couple of examples of YouTube videos here
which cause the problem, I can try them on a clean image and see if this is a preferences issue

or a more serious problem.
Bear in mind that Chromium has never run very well on Pi 0 or Pi 1, and this new release will
probably not change that – it should however run acceptably on Pi 2 and Pi 3.
………

Re: Raspbian Stretch (9.1) has arrived !!
PythonTech
Sun Aug 20, 2017 11:54 pm
Kratos wrote: ↑

Sun Aug 20, 2017 11:18 pm
I will try the of�cial Stretch image sometime soon, will report back.
I �ashed the of�cial Stretch image and while a lot of youtube problems went away, I �nally
found one that I couldn’t load.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZD982yrmx4

實此二者恐因差異過大 ── 設定檔，新舊程式有無，相依版本 …… 問題 ── ，無法歸結結論
也！？
故而追跡新舊兩邊，以求共相矣？！

雖然，但逢 Net�ix

HOW TO WATCH NETFLIX ON THE
RASPBERRY PI
TOPICS:ChromeChromiumNet�ixWidevine
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務須降級事件︰

Can you add the command line for Chromium 60 net�ix
#3
walterheck commented 28 days ago • edited
As it stands the chromium version 60 doesn’t have a working command line yet, but there’s no
harm in installing the patched chrome56 that @kusti8 has uploaded to the releases. Here’s
how it looks:
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pi@raspberrypi:~ $ wget https://github.com/kusti8/chromium-build/releases/download/netflix-1.0.0/ch
--2017-10-07 13:16:41-- https://github.com/kusti8/chromium-build/releases/download/netflix-1.0.0/c
Resolving github.com (github.com)... 192.30.253.113, 192.30.253.112
Connecting to github.com (github.com)|192.30.253.113|:443... connected.
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 302 Found
Location: https://github-production-release-asset-2e65be.s3.amazonaws.com/58822992/62f8da62-09a2-11
--2017-10-07 13:16:42-- https://github-production-release-asset-2e65be.s3.amazonaws.com/58822992/6
Resolving github-production-release-asset-2e65be.s3.amazonaws.com (github-production-release
Connecting to github-production-release-asset-2e65be.s3.amazonaws.com (github-production
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 58968590 (56M) [application/octet-stream]
Saving to: ‘chromium-browser_56.0.2924.84-0ubuntu0.14.04.1.1011.deb’
chromium-browser_56.0.2924.8 100%[=============================================&gt;]

56.24M

2017-10-07 13:17:08 (2.22 MB/s) - ‘chromium-browser_56.0.2924.84-0ubuntu0.14.04.1.1011.deb
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pi@raspberrypi:~ $ sudo dpkg -i chromium-browser_56.0.2924.84-0ubuntu0.14.04.1.1011.deb
dpkg: warning: downgrading chromium-browser from 60.0.3112.89-0ubuntu0.14.04.1.1010 to
(Reading database ... 125171 files and directories currently installed.)
Preparing to unpack chromium-browser_56.0.2924.84-0ubuntu0.14.04.1.1011.deb ...
Unpacking chromium-browser (56.0.2924.84-0ubuntu0.14.04.1.1011) over (60.0.3112.89-0ubuntu0.14.04.1
Setting up chromium-browser (56.0.2924.84-0ubuntu0.14.04.1.1011) ...
Processing triggers for hicolor-icon-theme (0.15-1) ...
Processing triggers for man-db (2.7.6.1-2) ...
Processing triggers for gnome-menus (3.13.3-9) ...
Processing triggers for desktop-file-utils (0.23-1) ...
Processing triggers for mime-support (3.60) ...
pi@raspberrypi:~ $

一時又該如之何耶★

